
BUSINESS PLANS TEMPLATES FOR METAL SALVAGE

Are you about starting a scrap metal recycling plant? If YES, here is a complete sample scrap metal recycling business
plan template & FREE feasibility report.

You need to be vigilant in this process as you may get some better market where your product can be sold in
better price than the normal so keep on looking. For instance, tin recyclers might have their own smelting
operation or may simply receive the scrap tin and then pay the customers based on the current pricing minus
the profit margin. In case if you have low budget then you must rent it and later on with the kind of investment
you may own it. The wide range of metals that can be recycled makes it easier to obtain inventory, but there is
a need for plan to develop regular routes to ensure a steady supply of metals. Make a point of visiting scrap
metal vendors in your area, and speak to regional business brokers who specialize in marketing such
operations. Write down the studies you undertook in choosing your type of target market and its size. Scrap
Metal Business Plan Share: The scrap metal business is very lucrative, but it is not easy to start because of the
high capital requirements. Without a shadow of doubt, there are loads of big time investors that have stakes in
the scrap metal recycling industry; but one thing is certain, there is room big enough to accommodate all
players. Also, we want to be able contribute our own share in making sure our world is clean and protected
from degradation and deterioration resulting from metallic material wastes that are buried beneath the earth.
Management strategy Finally, you should include the process of how you intend managing your business.
Then the next step is to send the scrap tin to a third-party smelter that will pay the market price for the metal.
Do a preliminary feasibility study After deciding to start this business, you will need to conduct a preliminary
feasibility study to determine if a scrap metal recycling business will be viable in your geographical location.
Legal status The legal status is an important part of your scrap metal business plan. Since the industry is a
multi-stage one, there is need for collaboration among the players in order to have a win-win situation for all
the players. Advertise our business in relevant business magazines, newspapers, TV stations, and radio station.
Some recycling is done on primary stage where cleaning, melting and cooling is only required whereas there
are other process where polishing, refining and finishing process is done. They will definitely love you for
taking away their useless junks for them. We are mindful of the fact that there are stiffer competitions in the
scrap metal recycling industry especially in the United States; hence we have been able to hire some of the
best marketing experts to handle our sales and marketing. During your research, you need to find out: The top
three metals recycled in your market based on the prices per pound for reclaimed scrap The best place to site
your recycling plant The number of competition in the local market and the estimated volume of scrap
available in your market The current prices for recycled metals in the finance or business section of your local
newspaper, in scrap metal pricing journals and online How many of these recyclers are in your market
competitors also find out an estimated volume of the metal they recycle each month. Utilities: Just like any
other plant you need basic amenities like power connection, water supply, transport system to transport
recycled goods, better roads, plant at a desired and preferable place and so on. Documentation is very
important as in absence of it you may land into trouble. Conventional lenders, venture capitalists, equity
partners and angel investors are all possible business funders if the business plan is thorough and includes an
in-depth Operating and Financial Plan. Expect an expense of Rs lakhs based on requirement. Other Expense:
Other expense includes paying expert, technicians, labors, transporters, drivers, office boy and other such
staffs. Our mission is to become renowned as a scrap metal recycling business that is focused on providing
clean and standard recycled ferrous and nonferrous metals to the relevant industries that need our services, to
help them minimize cost and energy. If your requirement is huge then you can contact will wholesalers who
sell metal scrap. Merrick Alexander and his friend and business partner for many years David Brown. You can
also establish a collection checkpoint within their neighbor or better still, put your business on the web and
encourage your customers to reach you via social media if there is to be a collection. Typically, however,
successful existing businesses are priced at a premium, so the alternatives must be weighed. Purchase the
necessary equipment To start this business, you will need a vehicle like a recycling management software,
business cards, an SUV, truck or van to transport both your junk goods and recycled products. You will also
need to state how you came up with your idea and how the idea has evolved over time. Examples of the bulky
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scrap metals are scrap motor parts, zinc etc. The third is resources. If the scrap metal business will also recycle
the metal at its own recycling center, the capital needs are even higher because a recycling plant has to be built
or leased. Your scrap metal source may include small businesses, auto repair shops, demolition sites,
plumbing businesses, mechanics, electricians, land scrapers, and plumbers. This is because it takes time to
gather the scrap metals, transport it to the recycling plant and finally have it recycled. The sales projections are
based on information gathered on the field and some assumptions that are peculiar to similar startups in Dover
â€” Delaware. In a metal recycling business and based on the place where you want to start your business,
there may be other requirements which you may have to look in.


